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NEW, Rules and Exceptions: Using Exceptions for Empirical Research in Theoretical Linguistics (1st
New edition), Christopher Beedham, Warwick Danks, Ether Soselia, This book assembles a collection
of papers first presented at the Summer School and Conference on the Method of Lexical Exceptions
held at the University of St Andrews, Scotland, 2-8 September 2007, which explored an area of
linguistics now referred to as 'the method of exceptions and their correlations'. Recognition of the
work of Saussure was impeded during his lifetime by the "Junggrammatiker "(Neogrammarians)
and their view of exceptions, but this book incorporates exceptions into a Saussurean approach.
Exceptions to rules are treated here not as something wilful and inexplicable, but as a clue to what
has gone wrong in the original rule. The topics covered are the passive, irregular verbs,
morphology, transitivity, light verb constructions, resultative verbs, compound nouns, phonology,
colour terms, historical-comparative reconstruction, language teaching, Saussurean structuralism
and the approach of the "Junggrammatiker "to exceptions. The languages addressed are English,
Arabic, Georgian, Turkish, Russian, the Cushitic languages and German. Grammar and linguistics
are usually thought of as purely theoretical disciplines, but this book demonstrates how...
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Reviews
This book is indeed gripping and fascinating. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am very easily will get a delight of reading a created pdf.
-- Alber tha Ca r twr ig ht
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an
exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Da lton Mer tz
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